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Pressure Cooker MealsThe Essential Kitchen Series, Book 17Spend less time in the kitchen, eat

healthier, and save money by going out to eat less!You know how quickly and easily you can

prepare a meal using your pressure cooker, but how often do you use it?The problem is a lack of

realistic, homemade recipe options. The Essential Kitchen Series smashes that thinking by

delivering Pressure Cooker Meals. Enjoy 30 quick and easy recipes that will turn a night in the

kitchen into a night with your family.Cook delicious, mouthwatering, nutritious meals with ease and

very little mess. Cook a meal in half the timePreparing a complete meal, using a pressure cooker, is

perhaps one of the easiest forms of cooking. Ingredients are prepared in advance, placed for a

determined length of time in the cooker, and it does the rest. Does it sound overly simple? YES!

Thatâ€™s the point.Any number of tasty combinations are possible. Once youâ€™ve mastered the

30 recipes contained in this easy-to-follow cookbook, youâ€™ll astound your family and friends with

your own concoctions. There is literally no way to go wrong with these wonderful recipes.It canâ€™t

be that easyThere truly are few things in life that are as easily done as first thought. That is not the

case with using a pressure cooker. Inside this unusually simple guide, youâ€™ll learn how to make

the most of your time, utilizing this amazing kitchen appliance.Learn what thousands have already

discovered: there is an easy and fast way to impress your family at dinnertime and friends over

cocktails â€“ astound them, and then tell them where you got this gem of a cookbook.Conquer the

art of Pressure CookingIt's your kitchen, why mess it up at the end of a long day...simply slam a few

ingredients into a pressure cooker, and serve delicious meals, hot and ready.Adopt the idea of â€˜I

can do itâ€™ and buy this cookbook today!You'll have absolutely no regrets, but will be thrilled with

the compliments these recipes will elicit from your loved ones. When you purchase today, you will

also get access to a special free gift from The Essential Kitchen Series ($97 Value). Tags:

cookbook, cooking, recipes, cook book, recipe book, recipe, healthy recipes, food, eating
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First cookbook I purchased(well.. got for free through the promotion) for my kindle.It was surprisingly

very good. Easy to navigate and was very clear on how to cook with my pressure cooker. I'm a guy,

so I don't really have time to spend in the kitchen like my fiance does. But the 2 meals I made for us,

she was very impressed. They were very easy to make too.They gave more info then just recipes..

they actually gave you history, different types of pressure cookers, and how to adjust your recipes

for each.I didn't know there were more than one type of pressure cooker.. I just thought it was only

the electric kind that I have. Good to know.There were also some other recipes in the book as a

bonus.. I'll use those sometime soon..I gave it 5 stars because it was that good, I'd recommend it to

anyone who owns a pressure cooker.

I have an old pressure cooker my mom gave me years ago. I remember it too be very loud and kind

of scary to use. I forgot I had it until I got this book and had never used it before. It still works fine

and as noisy... There is a lot of information about slow cooker in this book as well as safety

measures. I tried the one hour pot roast recipe and it was so easy and quick to make. The whole

family loved the pot roast. I will definetively will be using this book to make some more recipes. I like

that the author tells you which size of cooker you need for each of the recipe. The instructions are

clear and concise, making it easy to prepare the recipes. If you want to learn how to cook delicious

food with a pressure cooker, than you'll be very happy with this book.

This ebook is one I am sure I will be consulting many times in the future. It's filled with tips and

recipes about a subject that I've not had a lot of success finding elsewhere. The instructions are



stated unambiguously and that is what I've needed. A bonus is a great gift ebook entitled Essential

Kitchen Series Hacks and Tips. I gladly give this 5 stars.

I was surprised that is was as small as it was. When I received the package my first impression was

that they had for gotten to put everything in it. I should have paid more attention to the books

description (i.e. number of pages and actual physical dimensions) unless the recipes are absolutely

out of site (which I won't know until my wife uses it for a recipe with her Christmas crock-pot) $13.95

for this book is, even by today's inflated prices a rip-off.

Whenever I see my Mom cooking using a pressure cooker, I feel scared because of its sound. (well

maybe it depends on what type of pressure cooker you have at home, our is too loud) Despite of its

loud sound, I am enjoying any food she cooks most especially beef recipes! That is why I gave her

this book as a gift because she loves cooking using her best friend in cooking - Pressure Cooker. :)

I am SOOOOO digging pressure cooking at the mo! The retro style of cooking has made a massive

comeback and I can see why after deciding to purchase one (stove top one) and making recipes

from this book!Beef stew in 20 minutes...YES PLEASE! Easy to follow recipes, great introduction,

top tips and guidelines. Grab this book for pressure cooking heaven!
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